Let a,, a2,. ■ ■ be a sequence of integers and let D = {d¡.áj be a fixed finite set of integers. For each positive integer n we investigate the problem of choosing maximal subsequences a¡,... ,a¡ from a,.a" such that \a,^ -a. \ CO for a ¥= ß. An asymptotic form for t, the maximum length of such subsequences, is derived in the special case a, = i. 0. Introduction. We examine the problem of constructing subsequences a¡,... ,a¡ of a finite sequence ax,...,an of integers with the property that the differences j a, -a¡ | avoid a fixed set D of integers. The problem is illustrated by three examples in §1. In §2 a partial solution of the problem is stated and proved using the pigeonhole principle. In §3 we define, and give some elementary properties of the function L({a,}f, D: n), where L({a¡}f, D: n) is the length of the longest subsequence a,,... ,a¡ that can be chosen from ax,... ,an so that the differences | a: -a¡ \ are never in D. In §4 we prove that for the sequence 1, 2, 3,... of positive integers, the function L is essentially cyclic, and we investigate its asymptotic behavior.
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Abstract.
Let a,, a2,. ■ ■ be a sequence of integers and let D = {d¡.áj be a fixed finite set of integers. For each positive integer n we investigate the problem of choosing maximal subsequences a¡,... ,a¡ from a,.a" such that \a,^ -a. \ CO for a ¥= ß. An asymptotic form for t, the maximum length of such subsequences, is derived in the special case a, = i. 0. Introduction. We examine the problem of constructing subsequences a¡,... ,a¡ of a finite sequence ax,...,an of integers with the property that the differences j a, -a¡ | avoid a fixed set D of integers. The problem is illustrated by three examples in §1. In §2 a partial solution of the problem is stated and proved using the pigeonhole principle. In §3 we define, and give some elementary properties of the function L({a,}f, D: n), where L({a¡}f, D: n) is the length of the longest subsequence a,,... ,a¡ that can be chosen from ax,... ,an so that the differences | a: -a¡ \ are never in D. In §4 we prove that for the sequence 1, 2, 3,... of positive integers, the function L is essentially cyclic, and we investigate its asymptotic behavior.
1. Three example problems. Consider the following three problems, each of which concerns choosing subsequences of an increasing sequence of integers such that the differences between the terms of the subsequence either avoid or lie in a fixed set of integers.
Problem One (Liu [2 or 3] ). "A chess player wants to prepare for a championship match by playing some practice games in 77 days. He wants to play at least one match a day but no more than 132 games altogether. Show that no matter how he schedules the games there is a period of consecutive days within which he plays exactly 21 games".
Problem Two (Gilpin and Shelton [1] ). "An elevator starts at the top floor of a one hundred story building and makes a total of 40 stops on its way down to the first floor. (Both the top and bottom floors count as stops.) Show that somewhere in its travel the elevator had to stop at two floors that were exactly 9, 10 or 19 stories apart".
Problem Three. Can the first two problems be improved? I.e., would the conclusion in Problem One still hold if 132 games were played in a span of less than 77 days? Would the conclusion of Problem Two still be valid if the elevator made fewer than 40 stops? Similar problems of this type easily come to mind. For example, what is the length of the longest subsequence of 1, 2,...,100 whose terms never differ by a prime? (Whose terms never differ by a multiple of 5?) 2. A solution to Problems One and Two. We state and prove a general result. Theorem 2.1. Let 1 < ax < a2 < ••• <an andO = d0< dt < ■ ■ ■ < dk be increasing sequences of integers. If (k + 1) • n > an + dk, then there exist integers i,j, l, m such that i ¥=j, I ¥= m and \ a¡ -a]\ = \dl -dm\ .
Proof. Our proof is patterned after Liu's solution (see [2 or 3] ) to Problem One. Consider the inequalities 1 + d0 < ax + d0 < a2 + d0 < ■ ■ ■ < a" + d0 l+dk<ax + dk<a2 + dk<---<a" + dk.
These inequalities involve a total of (k + 1) • h integers of the form a¡ + d¡. Since each of these integers lies in the interval l,...,an + dk, the pigeonhole principle implies at least two of these, say a, + dm and a + d, must be equal. The theorem follows immediately from this observation. Problem One can now be seen to follow from Theorem 2.1 by taking ¿/, = 21 and letting a¡ denote the total number of games played through the /th day. Since The proof of Theorem 2.1 and, in particular, Liu's elegant solution to the chess player problem, are deceptive in that these proofs give the impression that the conclusions are the best possible. Thus, in Liu's solution (see [2 or 3] ) to Problem One, one has a total of 154 integers of the form a¡ + 0 or at■ + 21 in the interval [1, 153] which would seem to be the minimal hypothesis from which to obtain a¡ = a, + 21 for terms a¡ and a}. However, when the authors wrote a PASCAL program to investigate problems like Problem One and Problem Two and then applied this program to Liu's problem (Problem One), the program showed the conclusion of the chess player problem still obtained for sequences of 76 days, of 75 days,..., even for sequences of 70 days.
Note that finding the minimal number of days in the chess player problem, so that one can still conclude a sequence of consecutive days occurs during which exactly 21 games were played, is equivalent to finding the maximal subsequence of 1, 2,..., 132 whose terms never differ by 21. All seventy-term subsequences of 1, 2,...,132 contain at least two terms that differ by 21, and 70 is minimal with respect to this property, a contention we will show in §3. Equivalently, the longest subsequence of 1, 2,..., 132 whose terms never differ by 21 has length sixty-nine. In the remaining sections of this paper we examine problems of this sort from this alternate point of view, i.e., we search for maximal subsequences, the differences of whose terms avoid a fixed set of integers.
3. The length function L. We carefully define a function L: Z+ -» Z+ and use this function to investigate problems of the type posed in Problem Three.
Definition. Let ax, a2,... be an increasing sequence of integers and let D = {dx, d2,... ,dk) be a (finite) nonvoid set of positive integers. Then for each positive integer n, L({a¡}^, D: n) is defined to be the length of the longest subsequence a,, a,,... ,a, of a,, a2,... ,an such that a ¥= ß implies | a¡ -a¡ | &D.
In other words, L gives the length of the longest subsequence, the differences of whose terms avoid a fixed set D of integers. Three elementary properties of this function are given in Proof.
Let «,<■••< a, be a subsequence of 1,2.n + m with t = L(D: n + m). Suppose ak is the largest term of this subsequence which is less than or equal to n. Then ax,...,ak is a subsequence of 1,...,« with | a,■ -aj\ &D whenever ; =£j. Likewise, ak+x -n,...,a, -n is a subsequence of 1,... ,m such that
For arithmetic progressions L is always subadditive with respect to its integer argument. However, in general, subadditivity depends on the choice of D. 
which proves the theorem.
We can now answer Problem Three for the chess player problem. We have ¿({21}: 132) = 21 • 132 + min{21,132(mod42)} 2-21 = 21-3 + min{21,6} =69. We now use Theorem 3.4 to solve Problem Three for the case of the elevator problem (Problem Two). One has 1001 L({9,9+ 1,2-9+1}: 100) = 9 min{9, 100 (mod 28)} 28 = 9 • 3 + min{9, 16} = 36.
Thus, to assure the elevator stops at floors that are exactly 9, 10 or 19 stories apart one needs to know the elevator made at least 36 + 1 = 37 stops.
There are other special cases where conclusions like those of Theorems 3.3. and 3.4 can be obtained. Our proofs of Theorem 4.1 and of the lemmas used to establish it require some special terminology. Let {a,}', be a sequence of integers with t > 2. We define the sequence of gaps associated with {a¡)\ to be the sequence {g¡}\~ ' where g¡ = a¡+, -a¡ for i = I,... ,t -1. Note that the sequence {a¡)\ is uniquely determined by its first term a, and its gap sequence {g¡}',~ '. For the remainder of this paper D = {dx.dk) shall denote a fixed set of positive integers with I < dt < ■ ■ ■ < dk.
We choose U to be the fixed upper bound U -dk + 1 of the set D. We say {a¡}\ is admissible for L(D : n) in case 1 < a, < • • • < a, < n and | a¡ -a} \ &D whenever i ¥=f. We say {a¡)\ realizes L(D : n) in case {a¡}\ is admissible and t = L(D : n). For example, both 1, 2, 3, 7 and 1, 5, 6, 7 realize L({3} : 7). If {g,}',^1 is a sequence of positive integers then the block B = hx,...,h¡ of index j and length I is said to appear in the sequence {g¡}\~x in case h¡ = gJ+{l_V) for 1 < i < /. Two blocks B = hv...,h¡ and B' -h\,.. .,h'm are called identical in case I -m and /¡, = h'¡ for 1 < / < /. We denote the length of the block B as 1(B), and we denote the sum of the terms in the block B as 25. The block density of the block B is defined as the ratio 8(B) = l(B)/2B. We shall order sequences (and blocks) of the same length by the lexicographical ordering. Thus {a¡}\ < {a'¡}'x in case there is an integer m < t such that a¡ = a'¡ for i < m and am < a'm.
We now give the preliminary results used to prove Theorem 4.1. Taken together, these results identify a repeating block structure in gap sequences. It is this repeating block structure which forces the periodic increase of L(D : n) asserted in Theorem 4.1. Moreover, in Theorem 4.6 we use the block density 8(B) of such repeating blocks to compute p(D) = limn^00L(D : n)/n. 
